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ALTWIATIVL IN' UCTIONAL METIfOL

Altern tive imItTuctional Eothods ir, a lis 'rorent
iEc :Le t hc,d that can be o-.1n1wied -to jdd. vir isty and moti-

vntion to 1eon. The decrLntive list wo rpaps. on te folldwinc
page.

These techniques may be employed as subst tutes for various
activities presented in this learninG paecago. Fevcral specific
activities for which an alternative method can be used have been
'ndicated by the slierscri-nt, AIM. Such a superscript refers the
render the AIE hntTies -tare at the end of this pac age.



AIN*

*Alternative. Ilstructional I OthOCI r

Network of hp,t) ions;

Two or mo-2e different lab projects performed by groups of
students simultaneously or sequentially and followed by
demonstration to the class of each lab inve5tiat1on by the
student group thnt performed it.

The teac s role hero may be as the presenter of an ongoing
lecture, a roving croup assistant, coordinator, guide or any

combinatim of these positions.

Pear_ /Lemonq ,tion Net Lrk:

Seve7:-al demonFtrations or presentations stationed at specifi_
locntims in tlie room for students to visit sequentially
eitIler in croups or individually. This activity should include
writi:IF answers to questions found at _each station, reporting
omliy, or recordinc observations and/or questions.

iIaJT3flL and Debate Presentation:

idents adopt the role of_Jomeone in society concerned_
citizen, ecologist, economist, Eovernment official, etc.)
and present the views, attitudes, values and beliefs of
this individual based on the research they have done in

a debate format.

4. Lecture Presentation with Interspersed Discussions:

The teacher presents the material of the lesson using a basis
lecture approach, but interrupts_the presentation with small
class discussions of various tonics.

Open Exploration:

Students embark on an open-ended investigati n of an a ea
study, directed and guided by their own creativity, inte ests

and curiosity.

G. Team Teaching; (Verticle Teachi

The teacher invites a fellow teacher to present a lesson.
This method can be employed in order to introduce to the class

an instructor more knowledgeable about a specific topic or
to provide a new approach and persnective to the class.

6



CREATIVE ECCEYETEi BULLETIN BOARD

An ongoinr activity directed to the final representation
em upon course completion.of the eco

The class is divided into a number of groups, and, by drawing
lots, each group is given a Nodule topic or a Sequence topic to
represent. Upon the completion of each Module or Sequence, the
teacher meets with the group assiuied to that topic to outline
with the students the essential elements of the material.

Audents in the group then create representations for the
concelts of that Unit of study and display their work on a bulletin
board desirnated for that purpose. Students bring their individual
talentr, to the pro;ject: Artwork, printing, plant care, collaa
makin[;, sketching- anything to symbolize the concepts.

The bulletin board is to be a cumulative effort, so that each
f7roup adds new material to what has already been done. In this way,
the final product will be a class representation of a goneralizd
ecoystom.



HOULE #1 EN GY

nA DONAL:

If energy is the mediator of change in the environment
(and t is), and if change includes every possible "happening"
(and it does; for example, change in size, color, structure,
texture-, and position), then one may conclude that energy is
the environmental weapon against all forms of stagnation. Without
energy, ecology, the study of the environment, could not exist.

SUGGESTED BOOKS AND REFERENCES:

1. Biology apd Society by Andrew McClary: MacMillan Publishing
Company, Inc. Collier MacMillan Publishers 1975 pp 10 11

"EntropY",

2. Fuedarrntals_of Ecplogy by Eugene P. Odum: W.B. Saunders Co.,

1971 Chapter #3 "Energy and Thermodynami

3. nvironmental Sci nce by Amos Turk, Jonathan Turk, JancA T.
Wittes, and Robert Wittes: W.B. Saunders Company 1974

Chapter #5 "Energy Resources, Consumption, and Pollution."

UNIT #1

BEHAVIORAL OBaECTIVES:

TH
THE PRIMARY

SUN:
OURCE OF ENERGY

1. The student will be able to list at least five examples of
the environmental roles of the sun as an energy source pre-

sented in the film shown.

The student will be able to define, in writing, what is meant

by photosynthesis.

The student will be able to describe the effect of light on
chlorophyll production as seen in the bean plant.

4. Given a list of six descriptive phrases referring to a plant's
strueture.or appearance (for example, "Plant has large green
leaves"), the student will be able to select at least three
of which are descriptive of a plant grown without light.

The student will read one article dealing with the topic
"Solar Energy in Today's 'Society" and be prepared to par-
ticipate in a seminar by discussing the information he has
gathered in his reading. The article may be slected from
the list provided or chosen by the student and approved by
the instructor.



UNIT #1 (CONTINUED)

ARNING ACTIVITY 4,;:1

lm and Discussion

List of 16mm films avajlable

Energy from the Sun B & W 11 min.

Uses stop-motion photography, animation and dramatization
to show that all flrms of energy are related to the sun; very
detailed coverage.

Our Mr. Sun color 55 min.

A dramatic story of the sun and its vital importance to
life on Earth by the Bell Telephone Company.

Portrait of the Sun color 18 min.

Describes the sun's physical characteri c and how they
re investigated through animation and live-action photography.

films should be prevIewed before use.

G ACTIVITY #I: Lab Experimentation

The Effect of LI.ht on Plant Growth and_Develoment_

Adapted from: La: :atory Studies in Biology #732 W.H. Free an
and Company

I. Background:

Photosynthesis J._ the process by which green plants capture
the light energy of the sun in order to produce the food mat-
erials they need to survive. Chlorophyll is the essential
green pigment that enables plants to perform photosynthesis.

II. Purpose:

To illustrate an exa ple of the effect of light energy
from the sun on plant life.

XII. Materials needed:

5" pots: soil-f led; Dwarf bean seeds; a dark room

IV. Procedure:

1) Obtain 2 5" pots and make six holes about ' deep in the
soil in each pot.



2 Drop one bean seed in each hole and fill in each hole
with soil.

3) Label one pot "light" and the other "dark" and identify
your pots with your name.

4) Water each pot.
Place the pot to be kept in the light in the indicated
area. Place 'the pot labelled "dark," in the dark room.

After 9-14 days, observe the plants in both pots.
Record your observations of the color of the shoo_s
grown in the light and those grown in the dark.

QUESTIONS:

What can you say about the p esence of chlorophyll in
the shoots g own in the dark and those grown in the light?

in which of the two environmlits, light or dark, can
photosynthesis occur? Why?

Are there any othez observable differences in structure
or general appearance between the plants grown in the
dark and those grown in the 1' ht? If so, list them.

LEARNING ACTIVITY #3 Seminar

Topic: Solar gneroy_in_Todays Socie_

Introduction:

The topic of solar energy in today's society is a multi-

faceted one. It involves, for example, aspects -of economics,
busine8s, physics, biology, culture, and other fields.

This seminar is intended to encompass these various com-
ponents of the topic, each student becoming involved in the field
that most interests him.

Choose an article from the 1 st provided, or bring in
another article of your choice for approval. Students are en-
couraged to present articles they have located, for these
articles will be used to update the seminar list for future use.

Seminar Article List

Agnew, I. Soviets go after sun's energy; Science
75:88 May 1974.

2. Clark, B. House that runs on the sun; Readers' Digest

104:31-2 May 1974.

Colorado shows how to put sun to ork; U.S. News 78:66
June 2, 1975,

es_t
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4. Comtnoner, Barry (ed.) Solar energy - bring the sun do n to
earth; symposium; Harper 248: 3-1W- June 1974,

5 Gwyme, Peter Sun Power; Newsweek 65: 504- February 24, 19754

Hammond, A.L. Solar energy reconsidered: ERDA sees b ight
future; Science 189: 538-9 August 15, 2975.

7. Quigg, P.W. Breakthrough in solar energy for the home
Saturday. Review. World 1: 54 May, 1974.

Zeman, T. Solar power no Ramparts 13: 21-5 Apri , 1975.



UNIT 02

BEHAVIOR;IL OBJECTIVES:

ZNERGY:

(inetic vs. Potential

1. The student will be able to define, in wri ing, energy,
kinetic energy, and potential energy-using either the
traditional definitions or the alternative definitions
discussed in class.

2. The student will be able to describe an example of
kinetic energy and an example of potential .energy as
seen operating in the natural environment (use either living
or nonliving elements or both, but not man-made situat ons,
sucb as dropping a book from a shelf as an example of
kinetic energy.)

Tlie student will be able to list four forms of energy and
ind cate if each is potential or kinetic.

LEARNZG ACTIVITv

Lecture and Dis-u:..don

Part X: Definitions - Compare traditio a ith non-traditional

) Energy

traditional: "The Ability to Do Work"
non-traditional: 1) Discuss content of Rationale

2) Energy is both the potential ability
to bring about some activity and the actual initiator
of activity and the supporter of continued activity.

B) Potential Energy

traditional: "Energy which is stored up i n matter"
non-traditional: The Latent ability to bring about
some activity.

Kinetic Energy:

traditional: "Energy a body has because of its motion"
nontraditional: The energy that initiates a change or
activity and which sustains the activity initiated.

Part II Forms of Energy

A) Discuss forms of kinetic energy and give an environ-
mental example of each. For example: mechanical
energy -----4animal and plant movement.

Discuss forms of potential energy and give environ-
mental examples. For example: chemical energy
food; potential energy in clouds.

1



C) Discuss if- one type of energy is more mportant than the

other. Could life exist without kinet c? Without potential?



MIMI *3 LAiS OF THE

BMA IORAL O83ECI2IVES:

Cs

Ivan the two laws of the ynantcs and a list of fiv-
sit tions, the student will be able t indi,cate which of the
two principles of thermodynamics is it . o ration in at least
tbee of the five items.

3:ample .

A, cold spoon is placed in a hot az of
while later, when the spoon was touched it

Given the two laws of thermodynamics
if any, are operating here.

ccffee , A
was found to e warmi*.

indicate alio a (a)

rt

Learning Act ivity:

Lecture and Discussion

Part 1 Statement of the Laws anc piarat
A. Definition

Thermodynamics is the stiiy of heat energy and its
elationship to other energy forrns, such as mechanica

energy.

First La of Thermodynamai

energy can be change d. from one type to another, that
is, potential to kinetic or kinetic to potential, and
front one form to another, that is, light to heat, for
exampLe, but it can never be created or destroyed. No
energy is destroyed in the process of transformation
fron one form to another.
Second Law of Thermodynamics

Energy always flows dorrivill: from an area of high
energy content to one of a lower energy conten

orzle, process involving erergy tgansformation will-
spontaneously occur unless there -is a degradation of
energy from a concentrated form into a dispersed from."
(Taken from reference #2 ).

Import ant licete on Themodynamits : Lack of Efficien y
We wøt admit that at times energy does mem to be

lost when a transformation from Me form to another occurs.
Nevertheless- energy has not been destroyed, rather, same
energy has been charged to a form TP e can not use, mutely
heat enern the most dispersed form of energy in our
solar system. In other words, energy transformations are
riot 100% efficient; "Energy car not be completely recycled.



( aken from reference #3)

Fbcample: All of the energy captured by a blade of grass is not
converted to usable energy for the grasshopper eating
it, rather, some is dispersed as heat energy.

Part IV

Student input of examples of each law.

1.5



UNIT #4 Disorder (Entropy) vs. Life

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

I. The student will be able to define entropy, brie ly.

2. The student will be able to describe in writing the
relationship between life and entropy.

Learning Activity

A Deductive Exercise

Step #1

Entropy and non-living material-a

a) Put students at increasing distances from energy

sources: radiator, light, sound. Have them describe
their perceptions - Point out the dispersion process.

b) Throw a handful of jacks on desk top ssveral times.
Can a pattern be observed? Point cut randomness vs. order.

c) Place drop of food coloring in water. Point out dis-
persion and contrast with possibility of dispersed
colored particles reforming a cor,centrated drop.

Use dissolving of salt in water as another example.

Step #2

Identify this Disorder as Entropy

Step *3

Organize the principle:

Any isolated non-living system will move toward maximum
disorder, randomness or entropy.

Step #4

St

Discuss growth of an organism:

Take in food to produce body parts.
toward disorder as was shown above?

Point out movement toward organization in lying things.
What happens at death?

Its progression

P 05

Build to deduction:

All life creates and maintains a high state of internal
order, or a state of low entropy. it s in a cons ant

struggle against entropy. 16



MOD_ E #2 MATTE

INTRODUCTORY NOTE:

Although the topics of oxygen, carbon'clioxide. and nutrients di cussed in
this module involve cyclic phenomena within the ecosystem, I have postponed

this aspect of their ecological importance until a later module. At that time,

all cyclic phenomena will be presented and integrated, so that our envirommental

study will be experienced as culminating in the balanced, functioning ecosystem.

RATIONAL:

Matter is the substance of all existence: both the living organisms and

the non-living material on earth. It is intimately related to energy, fo

matter is energy's vehicle of expressien.

UNIT fl MATTER: Some Basic Charr_cteristics

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:

Upon completion of this unit the student will be able to:

I. Briefly define matter.
2. Describe in writing the relatIonship between energy and matter.

3. List thc three states of _a ter and give three examples 0= each.

4. Briefly describe in writing What is meant by "the rarticul te

nature of matter."

LEARThG ACTIVITY:

Lecture and Discussion

Pert I:

"Matter is anything that takes up space and hes weight."

Point out:

Defi ition

lot restricted to what is detectable by the naked senses.

Pose problems:

For example: Is aIr matter Vhy?

Discuss Rationale for Module:

is it proper to say that matter is anything and everything that can

be changed (change defined in Nodule #1) by Kinetic energy acting on
it and which can possess potential energy? If so, then is natter

energy's vehicle of expression?

Examples for this concept:

1. Because water can possess potential energy, ve have hydro electric

power.

geat energy acts on air to produce winds.

The warming of soil results from the abso-ption of heat energy

from the sun.
17



Part II: States of Mat

First determine if students are already acqua nted with the topic.

Point out that the three states are all matte they differ only

in form.

Part Particulate Nature of1Matter: Atoms and Molecules.

Set up analogy with concepts of Geometry:
Geometric concept of a line - composed of "particles", that is points.

Concept of matter - composed of particles, that is, atois and molecules

Contrasting quail_ ies:

1. Geometric points are imaginary.

Atoms and molecules may seem to be imaginary because they aren't
visib e to the naked eye, but they are real.

2. There is an infinite number of paints composing a line, but
there is a definite, finite number of atoms and molecules in
any given sample of matter, even In a sample as large as a

tree or a mountain.

1 8



UNIT #2 OXYGEN AND CARBON DIOXIDE

BEHAVIOkAL OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this unit the student will be able to:

1. Write the chemical equation for photosynthe is and describe, in a
brief essay, what ese equation symbolizes. Included in the essay will
be: the fate of carbon dioxide and of oxygen.; how energy is related
to die process; the fate of the carbohydrate; what the overall "purpose"
of the process is to the organism.

2. Write the chemical equat,on for respiration and describe, in a brief
essay, what the equation symbolizes. Included in the essay will be
the same concepts listed above for photosynthesis.

3. Given the combined equation for photosynthesis and respiration,
discuss what this representation indicates about the relationship
of these two processes.

Demonstrate his understanding of the photosynthesis lab conducted in
class by stating what aspect of the photosynthetic process it was
designed to illustrate and by describing the technique used to identify
ehe product obtained.

Describe in writing how brom thymol blue works as a chemical indicator,

Explain in writing why brom thymol blue could be used to test for the
presence of carbon dioxide produced by elooles in the respiration
experiment.

Explain in writing f-he color-change observations obtained in the
respiration experiment. This explanation will include: 1) What
change, if any, was observed in each type of test tube xpertmental-

dark; control-dark; experimental-light; control-light 2) What

eadh color change indicates.

Describe in writing the Importance of ozone in the atmosphere.

9. Participate in the'Ozone Debate by contributing information he has
ebtained through his.various readings on the topic. His presentation
should demonstrate a specific point-of-view found operating in this
controversy.

1 . List at least four facts (economic legal, ecological, etc.) he has
discovered as a'result of his readings or of the classroom debate
regarding the ozone controversy.

Organize and write a personal statement of some opinion, value,
attitude, interest, or belief he has developed as a result of the
Ozone Debate class experience.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES #1

Lecture and Discussion

Part j Oxygen - Basic Characteristics

19



Part II:

Its symbolic representation as.a gas

0 - a molecule c
2

posed of 2 atoms.

In what forms does it appear

As molecular 02; in the CO2 molecule; In the H20 molecule;
in molecules of sugars, starches, proteins, and other forms.

e is it foun

Soil, Water, Atmosphere

Carbon Dioxide - Basic Characterist cs

A. Its symbolic representation

CO2 - a molecule composed of one atom of carbon and two, ato s
of oxygen.

-ere is it found?

Soil, Water, At osphere

LEARNING ACTIVITY #2

Lab experiments on photosynthesis and respiration: The inter relationship of

02 and 002 AIM

Background:

1. Photosynthesis

.., li ght
Equation: CO2 .. 112v C61112°6+ 02

Definition: Review Module #1; Unit 4

Additional Information: The energy that is captured by green plants from the sun,
Is used during photosynthesis to combine carbon dioxide and water to form the
more complex carbohydrate molecules, symbolized C6E1206.

NOTE: Oxygen is produced
Carbon dioxide is consumed

Respiration

Equation: C6H1206 + 02 CO2 4- H20 4 Energy

.Definition: The proceas by which organism break down food materials
(Note carbohydrate in equation), thereby releasing carbon
dioxide and water and, most importantly releasing the:
energy that was stored in the former complex food molecule
NOTE: Oxygen is consumed

Carbon Dioxide is produced

Relating the processes,

Combined equation: CO2 + H20 0614206 4 02

Illustrates that 1 fe uses 002 and 02 inverseLy



Part I Oxygen Production in Photosynthesis*

Purpose:

To illustrate the production of gaseous oxygen by 'plants during photosynthesis.

Ma erials needed:

Elodea 6-inch'piece of glass tubing and rubber stopper, short-- e ed funnel;
large 6eaker; ring stand; strong light source.

Procedure:

1. Fill 1 rge beaker with water and place in fairly large bunch of Elodea
at the bottom.

2. Cover Elodea completely with fun 1 tem of funnel must be be ow sur_ace
of water). See figure 2-1A.

Submerge glass tube tithe water-filled beaker, filling the tube with
water, then close one end of the tube with the rubber stopper. Take care
to displaceall air in the tube with water. See Figure 2-1B.

4. Keeping the tube submerged cover the stem of the funnel -ith the wtter-
filled tube.

Place the whole apparatus on the ring stand and clamp the tube in place
over the funnel. See figure 2.4C.

6. Place the apparatus in strong light.

7. Rec- d observations on the next day.

Questions:

Men the tube is partially gas-filled (this may take a few days), test the
gas by removing the stopper on the tube and holding a glowing splint at the
opening. Note what happens. What is the gas that is present? How did it
get ther ?

Part II Carbon Dioxide Production in i a _ori

Background:,

The presence of carbon-dioxide will be shownusing an indicator called brom
thymol blue. In a basic solution, this indicator is blue, but in acid
solution it turns yellow.

Carbon dioxide reacts with water to fotin carbonic Acid. What color should
the indicator hrom thymol blue be if carbon dioxide has been introduced
into water?

Purpose:

To demonstrate the release of carbon dioxide through the process of
respiration.

In addition, to reinforce the fact that respiration is not a process
restricted to animals, but, instead, this energy-releasing mechanism is
also performed by plants. 21
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Mate als:

Elodea; Eight 6-inch test tubes; ORO test tube racks; bro-1 thymol blue
lution*; ammonium hydroxide**; aquarium water

* prepare solution by dissolving 0.5 gm of brom thymol blue in 50 ml of water.
** add a trace amount of N1440H to brom thymol blue solution, so that solution

turns deep blue - this would require about one drop of ammonium hydroxide
per liter of indicator solutioa.

Procedure:

Mix 50 ml of aquarium water with 20 ml of brom thymol blue solution.

2. Using this solution,fill eight of the test tubes provided to within
one inch from the top.

. Add a bunch of Elodea to four of these test tubes. This is your

experimental group. Do not add anything to the other four tubes;

these are your controls.

4. Place two experimental tubes ones with Elodea) and two control tubes

in the dark.

Place the other four tubes (two experimental; two control) in a sun-lit

area.

5. Make obse -a _ons at the end of lab period and the next day, if necessary.

Question:

Note which tubes, if any, showed a color change and what the change was.

How can you explain your observations in terms of -espi -tion?

*Labs are adapted from:

BiolooInvesqgetions by Otto, Towle, and Crider; Holt, Rinehart, and
Winston, Ine. 1965. Lab #6-2 A part 2; Lab #7-1, A part 1..



LEARNING ACTIVITY 03

Ozone - Aerosol,Debate

Background:

Ozone chemical symbol: 03 - Composed of three oxygen atoms arranged in a

'triangle.

It is a very rea
the earth. Ther
blanket.

ive molecule and reacts vigorously with many materials on
ore it is found only in the high stratosphere - theozone

How ozone layer formed;

Ozone is formed from oxygen, so it first appeared on y after photosynthesid

began on earth in the primit ve seas.

Importance of ozone layer:

As absorbing blanket of ultraviolet light of the sun.. U-V light poses
dangerous threat to living cells exposed to it on the earth. Therefore,

the ozone blanket is an important protector of terrestrial life.

Re erence:

The Closing Circle by Barry Commoner: 'Bantam Books, Inc. 1972 pp.1 26-27

Organizing the Debate:

Have students each choose a role or occupation to represent in the debate:
business executive, economist, ecologist, chemist, lay person, etc.. Each

student will present information in the debate using the point-of-view chosen.

His material should be obtained from various readings on the ozone-aerosol

controversY.

A suggested list of readings, such as the one plesented here*, can be provided,

but students are also encouraged to use materials they themselves have found.

*Sample Reading List - All articles should be previewed!'

4.

5.

6.

"Earth's Security Blanket 13 mi. 111° Environmental Science and TechnologY__ _

9:196 March 1975
"Ozone-aerosol Story" Pest Control_ 43:18 March 1975

1975
9, 1975

108:84

T. Alexander

"Aerosols and Ozone Layer" Changing Timee 29:19 August

"Doomsday Sprays" H. Roberts New Repubtic 173: 7-9 August

"High Altitude Data Conform Ozone Theory" .Science News
August 9, 1975
"What We Know - And Don't Know - About The Ozone Shield"

Fortune 92:184-8+ August, 1975
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UNIT #3 CHEMICALS IN THE SUBSTRATE

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this unit the student will be able to:

1. List the chemical substances that were found to be present in the
soil and water samples analyzed in class with the test kits provided.

2. Define, in writing, what is meant by organic pollution and describe
briefly, an example of it.

Take part in collecting, compiling, and organizing data on an example
'of organic pollution as a member of a substrate-pollution investiga-.
tion group.

Describe in a brief essay, the highlights of his group's investiga-
tion of a form of organic pollution, that is: Where this pollution
occurs, what it effects in the environment, the sources of the
pollution, and related economic,.social, and legal actions or
implications.

liaing the knowledge he has obtained through readings, group discussions,
audio-visual materials, and other sources made available to the class
make some prediction(s) about the future of the example of organic
pollution he investigated. For example, are there signs of improvement;
if so, what are they?

LEARNING ACTIVITY #1

Che-ical Analysis of Sub rate: Soil and Water Testing

Each student is requested to bring to class a water or moil sample from a
specific location; for example: tap water, pond water, ocean water, vegetable
garden soil, lawn soil, soil surrounding a pond etc.

Each student tests a specific sample of snil or water using the materials in
a test kit and records results.

Discussion:

Campare results for the var ous samples with the whole cla Discuss any

variations observed.

Summarize by listing the important nutrients found in general in the two
substrates, water and so 1.

LEARNING ACTIVITY #2

Class Project: Man's Interference in the Su

Definition:

- Organic : llution

Organic pollution - is caused by the introduc ion of organic wastes which

are actually substances normally found in the environment. Hbwever, disrup-
tion of the environment occurs because of the increase'in amount of these
substances.or because of the.rapid rate of introduction of them.

5
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Class Project Organize class field trips andior guest speakers on the topic
of pollution-due to organic wastes in soil and water.

Divide studen-s into a few groups, each.group assigned as investigators
for one example of substrate pollution to be dealt with by guest speaker or
during field trip. The group should prepare a fact sheet on the causes of the
pollution; where it occurs; its environmental effects; future outlook for the
situation; proposed methods for eliminating the problem - including students'
own creative ideas; government actions being taken or proposed; any ramifications
for tmmediate locality.

Arrange for sche.11 newspaper to interview each student group and feature an
article based on the reports given. If this is not possible, prepare a class
Pollution Vewsletrer reporting their findings. Mimeograph the report and make
it available to the general school population perhaps Via homeroom bulletin
boards..

Supplementary Resource Materia

A) Audi -Visual

1. Land Pollution" (F 1- rip) Ward' National Science Establishment,
1970.- '74 frames, color, 35mm.

2. "Earth, Water, Air" (Motion Picture) Dames & Moore, 1972. Made by
Nye Communications Enterprises 29 min, sound color,16mm.

3. "Pollution: our waters" (Filmstrip) Coronet Instructional Films, 1972.
49 frames, color, 35mm.

4. . "Pollution Control" (Filnmtrip) Ward's Natural Science Establishment,
1970. 61 frames, color, 35mm.

Text Readings

1. Ecology by Eugene P. Odusi, Holt Rinehart and Winston, Inc. 1963,
pg, 75.

2; Biolo_gy and Society by Andrew McClary, MacMillan Publishing Co., Inc.
1975, pp 118; 120-123.

3. The EconoMics of Environmental Protection by Donald'N. Thompson,
Wrinthrop Publishers, Inc. 1973.

4. The Pollution Reader by Anthony Del.ros, Norman Pearson,-P.L. Silveston,
and W. R. Drynan, Harvest House Ltd., 1968.

5. Mar 4n4 His:Environment: Waste by Wesley Marx, Harper & Row 1971
6. Environmental Pollution, A survey emphasizing Physical and Chemical

, Principles, by Laurent Hodges, Holt,_Rinehart & Winston, Inc. 1973.
7. Environmental_Science by Amos Turk, Jonathan Turk, Janet T. Whittes,

Robert Wittes, W. B. Sauders Company 1974.

Suggested Topics for Periodic 1 Research:

1. Pollution: control, economic aspects, laws & legfiation, physiological
effects'

2. Water Pollution
3. Marine Pollution
4. Soil Pollution

All materials should be reviewed before using.
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NODULE # THE ENVIRO /T: THYSICAL PINOUA

RATIONAL:

To a true environmentali the question, "Whether to study
weather?", would never occur.

For temperature, humidity, light, and wind which collectively
determine weather, are the physical phenomena that come to bear on
both aquatic and terrestrial environments.

SUGGEFTED LOOKS AND REFERENCE.D:

1. Kahill, W.M. and Frey, J.K., Environments in Trofile, Canfield
=-ess, 1973.

torer, J.H., The Web of Life The New American Library, Inc.
1953



UNIT #1: EXPLORIHG WEATHER

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:

to t
clas

Upon completion of this unit the student will be able to...

1. State, in wr
e understanding
investigation.

2. Describe,
in weather phenomena.

ting, the three physical principles fundamental
f wea her phenomena which were stud es in the

iting, each of these ,rinciples operates

LEARNING -vestigating Weather Principles: Erperimentation
and Deduction

Divide students into three investigative teams. Each team is to
be given written instructions and equipment for doing one of the
assigned investigations. (Since some time must elapse between the
establishment of the experimental set-up and the observation of PO--
suits, some supplementary activities should also be planned.)

When each team has completed its activities and formulated
a descriptive principle, all students should form a class discussion
uoup in which each team presents the principle it has formulated
and, together with the teacher, establishes how the principle func-
tions in weather phenomena.

Team #-1:

-Naterials Needed:

2 shallow metal pans, labelled A and B and having their ol er
surfaces covered with black paper.
A graduated cylinder.
Heat lamp.

-Directions:

1. Neasure, using the graduated cylinder, 20 ml of water and
pour the water into pan A.

Do bhe same for pan B.
2. Turn on the heat lamp and orient pan A so that its black

outer surface is in the path of the lamp's rays. The pan should be
approximately 6 inches away from the lamp.

Position pan B in an area that does not receive the lamp's rays.
3. Allow the pans to remain where positioned for about 45 minutes.
4. After this time has passed, carefully pour the water from

pan A into the graduated cylinder and record the volume of water
present. Empty the graduated cylinder.

Carefully pour the water from pan B into the graduated cylinder.
Again, record the volume present.
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-Assipriraen

Formulate a lumt in which you propose a prdnci le you
be ieve to have boon d ruon:taLec1 by this experiment.

Team #,,,

-Nateria needed:

Terrarium containing a green plant, recently watered4
Etrong detk lamp.

-Directions:

1. Place the terrarium in front of I
on the light. Direct the lamp so that the li-

amp and turn
is shining on the

Allow the apparatus to be set 1._ for about 45 minutes.
2. Upon returning to the apparatus, ans. er the follow.

qnesfions among yourselves: they will help you with your assignment.
1) Place your hand in front of tllp 1 iht and then on

the sides of the terrarium. What do you expect is happening
to the air in the terrarium?

2) Shut the light off. How will this affect the ari
ue perature?

Observe ti-le in:F:ides of the walls of the_terrarium after
a few minutes. J.)n ynlar fingers along the inside of one of
its walls. What has Ilppened?

ignment:

rm late a st tement in which you propose a principle you
ated by thi9 experiment.believe 2(,) have been demons

Team #3

-Naterials needed:

Helium filled la_ oon (For this experiment, let helium represent
a

Masking tape.
Heat lamp.

irections:

1. Balance the helium balloon so that it will remain floating
at a foxed level by applying masking tape to the knot at the end of
the balloon.

2. Holding the heat lamp about 6" to 8" away from the balloon,
direct the lamp rays at the balloon.

What happens?
3. Remove the lamp from the direction of the balloon. Then

what happens? 2 9



-Assirnment:

Usii the helium to rprezn-t, air, formulate a statement in
which_yon propose a principle you believe to have been demonstrated
by this exneriment.

FRINCIFLE TO EF DISCOVERED:

Team #1:

When iiie waLov a seo (11Wy heat, and its
temperature is raised above a certain degree, it turns to vapor.

Application to WoRtlier.

ter vapor in the air is carried by wind.

Team #2:

Warm air holds mo):e water vapor then cold air, therefore, when
air containing water vapor is cooled, some water vapor precipita-es
as fine water droplets.

spec al notes: In this discussion point out that the air is
warmed not directly, but rather by contact with the warmed dark
surfaces of earth. Also note that the sources of the water are
evaporation from soil and photosynthesis.

The water vapor carrying capacity demonstrated by team #1 is
dependent upon the temperature of the air.

Application to Weather:

The formation of clouds and, under certain conditions, rain and
snow.

Team #3:

Warm air rises while cold air sinks. As air is warmed
expands and becomes lighter, therefore it rises, while cooler air
is heavier and sinks to the surface to replace the warmer air.

For Dis ssion: Immlication to 1/1-a_p_e_L

This fact has implications in the circulation of air: Warmed
air rises from the earth's surface, is cooled in the atmosphere ,

above only to sink to the surface and again be warmed. This is one
of the causative factors of wind.

Relate this concept to principles 01 and #2: Water vapor
gets circulated along with air and the cooling vapor in the air

results in cloud formation, rain, and snow. 30



UNIT
_ _A
METE,OLOGY

B TORAL OBJECTI1i

Upon completion of this unit the student will be able to...

1. Use a weather obseivation inst
results.

2. Define in writing th rmocline.

Label Lhe area of a giver dcT)th -rature rve
represents a thermocline.

4. Define in writing epilimnion and hypolimnion.

5. Label the area of a given depth/temperature curve that
resents the epilimnion and th area that represents the hypolimnion.

6. Describe three examples of biological pheno ena affected
or determined by weather conditions.

-ent an0 obtain accurate

TN
LEARNING ACTIVITY Observing and Recording Weather-Phenomena

-Have students engage in several of the following activities, individ-,
ually or in groups. The activity should consist of:

a. Researching the principles of operation of the equipment
to be built and/or the phenomena to be observed;

b) Constructing (where applicable) and operating the tool
of obserl tion;

c Recording observations of the weather phenomena.

Lake a Baro-

Sur7zested reference: Bro N.F. and others, .Laboratory.
Investiration:, in Earth Science, pp. 89-91._

2. Leasure Rainfall:

Collect water using a strai7ht-sided can. Based on the
volume collected during the rainfall, determine the amount
of rain that fell on a square mile.

3. Nake a Wind Gauge:

Suggested reference: Brown, M.F. and others, ,Tal?9rEktorY
InvestiF;ations in Earth Scienc_e, pp. 93-94.
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4. Measure the size raindrops:

,t]uggested reference: Blanchard, D.C., FI:om Raindrus
tp VolcancILL. pp. 4-8.

ing clear plastic food wrap, cover a T.V. screen and
trace the weather maps with a felt-tipped marker. By
doing this every day for one week or more, one can
observe the progression of weather fronts.

6. Take color photographs of the sky just after_the sun
hss set for a period of one or more weeks. Study news-
paper weather maps for this period and compare them
with the photogiTT__ taken.

LEARNING ACTIVITY #2: Guest Speaker

invite a meteorologist from local TV qtations to
class as a Euest speaker.

If possible, have atudets set up a display of their
projects from learning activity #1 and have an informal demonstration
or presentation of reports students have prepared

LEARNING ACTIVITY #3 Wea-her and the ubstrate: Temperature E
on Lake Water

Labor tory Investiga_ion:*

ner

Ba ound:

Thermocljne

Standing fresh atn- forms layers of different temperatures. This
gradation of tempera:ures consists of_an upper warm layer which
is heated by the sun and as a result is composed of expanded, lighter
water, and, with increasing depth, colder_and colder layers of water.
The wa-mer surface water is called the epilimnion and the cooler,
low-lying water iq called the hypolimnion. The zone between the
,Tilimnion and the hypolimnion is called the thermocline. This
zone is composed of waters of rapidly dropping,temperature and
usually forms a barrier to water circulation between the epilimnion
and the hypolimnion.

This thermocline remains stable throughout the summer, but
autumn marks the advent of water mixing which is completed by the
winter season.

Water layers have.impor ant biological implication: for
species of organisms orient themselves in a water laye=2 a cordinE to
thair optimum temperatures.

-Materials Needed:

Water-filled aquarium
Heater
Thermometer
Food Coloring



Pr c edi

1. Place the -1quarium heater in the water-filled tank. Do not
introduce any devices that cause agitation of the water such as filters
or bubblers.

2. Measure te ernnerature system established by slowly lowering
a thermometer into the water and recording the temperature in degrees
centiErade at 3.0 inLe.cvals.

3. To V12
and the hynoiir!nioil. oz
water of the aquvia-

,Ionstrate the ex stence of the epilimnion
'ully ela e some food coloring into the

While the uuncr water la =r will become colored, the lower
,molimnion will remin clear bor-aue of tho thrmnl b71-prier o-
tablishd by the thermocliae.

UsinE the c1nta obtained_in.stop #2 above_ prepare a gra.ph
Cipure 7).1. :L-:.tbel the epilimnion, the hypolimnion :?,nd
of the thermocline.

liko

TYART:TTIG AtiTIVITY #3: Weather Effects on Biological Organisms
Field Trip

Class r2rin to Woodshole (or a museum of life sciences ); Pave
f-tudens ar information on how chaes in temperatures water clarity
rcnJ turl oth.er factors affect biological organisma and

*Ad--.ted from Environents in Fro. ile by W.N. Kaill and J.K. Frey,
ield Press, 1973 pp. 39.
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MODULE #4

SEQUENCE A Reciproc

RATIONALE:

tlE ORG1 IRO

the Orar

TIONSHIP

uvironment RelatIonship

Tile investigation of the Organism-Environment Relationship is a two-fold
endeavor, for these ecological entities are interdependeat. Not only is every
living creature sensitive to and responsive to its environment, but also it
actively modifies tte locality it inhabits.

REFERENCES:

Tuvk, Amos, arLd othes, invLronmenta1 enc .B. Sauders Cn. 1974.

McClary Andrew, Biology and Society, MacMillan Publishing Co., Inc 1975 .

Storer, J. H., The_We.b of Life The New American Library, Tne, 1953.
Barnes, R. D., InvertqbrateZoology, W. B. Saunders Co., 1974.
Odum, E. P., Ecology., Holt, Rinehart and Winston 1963.

Odum, E. P., FutilaTnalE21_2211aa, W. B. Saunders CO., 1971.

UNIT #1 Adaptation: The Organism Responds

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of the unit the student vill be able to:

1. Define in writing: gene, gene pool, adaPtation and natural selection.

2. Compare and contrast in a brief essay genetic adaptation and behavioral
adaptation.
Given a list of structural or behavioral descriptions of organisms,
indicate whether the situation described is an example of genetic or

behavioral adaptation.
4. Compareand contrast in a brief essay behavioral adaptation resulting

from physiological potential and behavioral adaptation resulting from

learning.

5. List two examples of each form of adaptation: genetic adaptation,

behavioral adaptation based on physiological potential and behavioral
adaptation based on learning. These examples may be those presented in
the classroom presentations or other examples the student has discovered
through his other learning activities.

6. Prepare a written report of observations made du ing the class field trip

to the rocky seashore. Included in a report will be: 1) The ,various

organisms, plant or animal, found there and 2) The adaptatiOns these
organisms demonstrate which enhance their survival in this habitat along
with the environmental aspect involved in this adaptation.

7. Diacusaorally or in written form an example of an organism's adaptation(s)
to some aspect of weather or climate which the student has chosen to

investigate. The discussion should include the weather or climate feature
concerned, the organism involved and its specific adaptation, a description
of the adaptation as genetic or behavioral, and the source(s) used to re-
search the topic.
Given-a'written description statemontof a specific example of environmental
,nhanges and an organism existing in that environment, formulate a hypotiteti-

cal deaign for the adaptation(s) of the organism.which might occur and

state his reasons for postulating the adaptation(s).
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LEARNING ACTIVITY #1 Adapta on:

Lecture Presentation -nd Network of Lab Demonstrations

1. Introduce topic - present definitions:

Adaptation - the adjustment made by an organism or a group of organisms to a
change in the environment;

- 'coping with a changing environment"

Some fundamentals to define:

gene pool, genetic mutation, natural selecti n

2. Discuss Figure #4.1 using it as transparency w th overhead projector.

A. Terms used in scheme:

Genetic Adaptati_n - mechanism of adptation based on the chance ap: 4 ance
in an organism of an alteration of its genetic makeup which proves to help
the organIsm cope with an environmental change.

Behavioral Adaptation - mechanism of adaptation in which an organism
exhibits some physiological change (such as change of color, position
or body function) which does not involve a genetic alteration, butyhich
reflects instead the physiological capabilities possessed by the organism.
- "via physiological potential" - behavioral adaptation confined to and
limited by the physical capabilities rf the organism.
- "via learning" - behavioral adaptation in which prev usly acqbired
knowledge operates on an organism's phySiological pote:. al to affect
the adjustment.

B. The structure of the scheme.

Genetic Adaptation is placed at the foundation level of the scheme since
it iS thegenetic makeup of an organism which determines its physiological
potential

Behavioral Adaptation via Physiological Potential is shown aa supporting
the "via learning" category since the latter exists within the realm of
physiological potential. In fact, learning represents an advancement
within the physiological mechanism of adjustment.

Center Boxes: Indicate the causative factor of the adaptation
Left-hand Boxes: Indicate the Level of Life involved.
Right-hand Boxes: Indicate the Extent of Adaptive Influen d

Special Note: Top right hand box:
"Man and Culture":

Learning acquired by a human being during his life time can be transmitted
in the form of culture to his offspring. This process may be considered as
psuedo-inheritance. - This concept will be expanded upon in the final
module of this learning package.

,Network of Lab Demonstrations

Set up several demonstrations of behavioral and genetic adaptations using both

preserved and live specimens. Each demonstration center should include index
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cards beari information, directions and quLstions pertinent to that
station. In each case the student should be able to identify the particular
mechanism of adaptation il ustrated.

Examples:

A. Behavioral Adaptation via Physiological otential:

Cover a small plant with n cardboard box that has an opening that has
been cut out of one side. Allow sunlight or lamplight to pass through
this opening, and after a few days have students observe the plant's
growth and explain the form of adaptation illustrated by the growth of
the plant (that is, its bending toward the light).

Behavioral Adaptation via Learning:

Train a rat to run a maze f:r food. Have s
mechanism of adaptation with the other two

dents con--

rms.

Similarly, students could br_ng to class their own pets
trained to perform tricks or obey commands. Discuss th
of adaptation due to learning.

Genetic Adaptation:

this

hich have been
as an example

Use Replica 'lating Technique to d mon trate the existence of mutant
bacteria which are resirtant to antibiotics. See Microbiology By
Phtlip L. Carpenter, W. B. Saunders Company 1972 pp. 188-189.

Resources:

1. Environmental, Science, Amos Turk, et al, Chapter #2 Human Adaptation to
Environmental Change.

2. Ptology and qcletety, Andrew McClary, Chapter #2 "Life and Evolution!'
Chapter #6 pp.64-65 Physiological Adaptability.

G ACTIVITY 02 Field Trip to Rocky Seashore

Instruct students te observe and collect data on the differnt organism
peculiar to this habitat and the adaptations they demonstrate which enable their
existence in this environment. Organisms studied should include barnacles,
mussels, limpets and plant-life along with their adaptations..

REFERENCE:

V.ology and Society by A. McClary, l4acMillan Publishing Co., Inc. 1975
PP. 17-19.

EARNING ACTIVITY #3 Adaptation to Weather and Climate

Students select and investigate an example of an organism's adaptation to
weather or climate. Resource material may include various text materials as
well as recent periodical publications and audiovisual materials. Report format
may be either written, oral or a combination of the two, and students may also
choose to present demonstrations, specimens, diagrams or drawings. A student
might also supplement his report by inviting a guest speaker for the class.



LEARNING ACTIVITY 4 Hypothetical Adaptive Design

Prepare a few packets of dcseriptLve cards outlining environmental changes
encountered by an organism in a specific situation. The descriptive information
provided should include: 1) Pertinent characteristics of the organism in.volved;
2) The state of the environment before the change; 3) The nature of the environ-
mental change and the resultant state of the habitat.

Students are to use this information and, by employing the knowledge of the
nature of adaptation the have developed by progressing through the unit, construct
a hypothetical design for the adaptation of the organism to the environmental
change cited. Reasons for his "educated guess' should also be provided.

Sample: industrial Malanis- - taken from Biology and Society by Andrew
McClary pp. 26-28

Informa ion Given:

1) Organism - Peppered m th; light grey-color; nocturnal organism: active at
night, resLed on trees during day.
Environment before change - Midlands of England; trees'bark cove- d with
light colored lichens.

3) Environmental change and resultant state of habitat: industrial revolution;
citien poured pollution into attrosphre such as coal smoke and soot.

Students could hypothesize that as the soot blackened trees,. any (ark-colored
mutant moths would have adaptive advantage over light-colored ones for they would
be conceAled by color-camoflauge from prey whereas the light-colored moths would
be easily spotted by predators.

Sourc s of othf,r example_ of adaptat_o

1. Envfronmenti1 Scienc Turk, et al, Chapt
2. Iiiolcigy_and Sooiqty, Andrew MeClary, Chapters 4fr2, , 5 and 6.



UNIT #2 Succession: The sult of an Organism's Environmental impact

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of the u it the student will be able

1. Explain in a brief essay what is meant by the statement, "An organism
actively modifies the loc.ality it inhabits."

2. )escribe verbally, with the aide of visual materials if he so desires,
an example of how a particular organism alters its environment.

3. State in writing the principle of succession.
4. Submit a written report listing and describing the examples of the

principle of succession found in the chapter "The Forest Grows of
John H. Storer's The Web of Life.

5. Take part in the creat on and maintenance of the class investigation
of a hay infusion culture model of succession.

G. Phys-Jeally demonstrate th(= law of succession by participating
class endeavor of positively affecting its environment through a
collection project.

LEARNING ACTIVITY #1 Lecture and Discuss on: AIM

How Organi_ s Affect Their Environment

1. To initiate discussion and to stimulate thought, the teacher might encourage
students to try to refute this concept. Berhaps students will want to try
to find references support ng their stand.

2. Discuss specific examples, such as:

A) The way an earthworm alters its soil envi_ nment:

Soil drainage and aeration and soil mixing and churning.

Have student set up a demonstration of soil churning by earthworms
(Taken from ILELLIRILJILDay. Robert D. Barnes, Ph.D. pg. 300):

1) Fill the bottom half of a container with 500 cc of sand.
2) Fill the upper half of the container with 500 cc of potting soil.
3) Introduce 5 earthworms into the system.

Anticipated Results:

The soil will be completely mixed within a period of several months.

Have students hypotbe,ize the effect of plants on our atmosphere via
photosynthesis: Ogygen production.

DisCuss the evolutionary importance of the alteration of the primi
atmosphere due to oxygen production by autotrophs: the creation 0
habitat hospitable to heterotrophs.

The nature of soil compositi n discuss the importance of:

The organic matter contributed-to the soil through the decay of
plants and animals.

The contribution of the living plants and animals inhabiting the
subtrate.

4 0
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Organisms affecting aquatic environments: Study the formation of
coral reefs.

REFERENCES:

invertebrate Zoolog, Robert D. Barnes, Ph. D. pp. 130-134.
Fundamentals of Ecology, E. P. Odum, pp. 344-349.

LEARNING ACTIVITY #2 Homework As ignments: Investigat ng Succession

Introduction:

Present the principle of succession:

As organisms.affect and alter their environment, they create conditions
more suited to the establishment of new species which do, in fact, come
to displace the original occupants of that location.

Assignments:

Students are asked to read Chapter #7, "The Forest Grow ' (pp. 40-44) of
John H. Storer's The_ Web of_Life and to submit a report in which they
list and describe the manifestations of the principle of succession they
find in this reading.

LEARNING ACTIVITY #3 A Model of Succession

Project to be studied for a period of about one mon h.

Demonstrates the early stages of
of organic wastes into a pond or
study of organic pollution.

Adapted from Ecology by E. P. Odum pp. 80 & 81

succession as it occurs upon the dumping
Stream. Remind students of their former

Procedure:

Have students set up the culture and ehare in making observations. Upon
completion of the study, results should be compiled by the students and
instructor to obtain a'holistic view of the demonstration.

1) Boil a quantity of dried hay and allow the solution to stand for a
few days. By the end of this period, a culture of heterotropis
bacteria will have developed.
To the hay invusion add some pond water containing seed stoêks of
various small animals.
- Observe the succession of organisms that occurs or about one
month;
Usual sequence observed:

First to appear: Monads (small flagellates)
Quickly followed by: Ciliated Prokozoans (sUch as Colpoda and

Paramecium)
More slowly: Peaks in numbers of

examples Hypotricka
Rotifers.

After about 90 days the culture will

to the lack of food.
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run down as organisms succumb



LEARNING ACTIVITY #4 Class Activ Y: How Man Determines His Rnv_ onment

- Point out to students that man can go one step beyond other animals by
consciously, willfully (sometimes carelessly) affecting his environment.

To illuatrate man's modifications of the environment, one might study
his harmful effects such as pollution. HoWever, a more positive approach
at this point in the learning experience might prove to be exciting to
the student and beneficial to the school or general community.

- Suggest to students tF t the class perform some community activity designed
to consist of a conscious, beneficial interaction on their part with the
environment.

It would also be hoped that an expanded form of the principle of succession
might be proposed to the students and employed, that is, that the students
would so affect their environment so as to alter the thinking or behavior of
both students and citizens who are or will be living in this environment.

The specific nature of the pro ect, where it is to be conducted, and the
format of records or reports to be kept could be determined jointly by the
students and the teacher. The students would first investigate possibilities
of activities as groups and then discuss the possibilities with the whole
class. This form of open exploration would hopefully lead to: the identifica-
tion of problems orcommunity needs that the students believe are relevant
and pressing.

POSSIBLE PROJECTS:

Informing the public of environmental concerns: Establishing a method of
controlling littering on school grounds; A clean-up project; Interacting with

.various levels of governmental officials in an area of environmental concern.
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MODULE #4 THE ORGANISM - ENVIRONMENT RELATIONSHIP

SEQUENCE B: Population Site: The Determining Factors

Rationale:

The Organism-Environment Relationship encompasses the area of population
growth. 'The proper functioning of this relationship enables the attain-
ment of a population size someWhere between infinity (owing to the
reproductive potential of an organism) and non-existance or extinction
(which could be produced by certain environmental factors).
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UNIT 411 Reproductive enttials Approximatin nfinity!

Behavioral Ob ectives:

Upon completion of this unit the student will be able to:

State. in writing, the law of multiplication.
In a brief written statement, contrast exponential (or geome
and arithmetic progressions.

3. Given a set of five mathematical progressions, correctly identify
each progression as an exponential or an arithmetic one.

4. Explain, in writing. how cell division relates to the concept of
mathematical progression.

5. Explain, in writing the significance of exponential progression
with respect to the law of multiplication.

References:

1. Reid X. Lauwreys. J.A.. Joffe, J.. and Tucker, AL. Man, Nature and
Ecology. Doubleday and Company Inc. 1974, PP. 303-327; 400-404.

2. Farb. Peter and the Editors of Life, Ecology, Time. Inc., 1963, Pp 141-144,

Rormondy. E.J Concepts of Ecology. Prentice-Hall, Inc.. 1969. Pp. 62-69.

4. Odum. E.P.. Ecology Holt. Rinehart and Winston. Inc.. 1968. PP. 90-93.

Sherman; I. W.. and Sherman, V. C Biology A Human Approach, New York
Oxford University Press. 1975. pp. 492-504

LEMMING ACTivITY #1 Lecture Presentation and Discussion

Present Lew of Multiplication:

Organisms have fantastic powers of reproduction which enable them to
compensate for lerge losses in numbers brought about by environmental hazards.
(The Web of Life by J. R. Storer p.76).

Analysis of a Case Study:

Reproduction Potential of the

Method of Presentation:

-n Housefly Tat le 41*

Prepare Table 4.1 as a transparency to be used on an overhead projector.
Using masks, reveal seouentially the population of each generation after
initially demonstrating the mathematical calculations involved in the
first few generations.

*Taken from Rormondy. E. J. Concepts of Ecology p.62.

LEAENING ACTIVITY #2 Student Exercises

,

Have some students count the number of seeds in a pee pod. Assuming that
each seed will produce a plant upon cultivation, how many plants would be
produced from the contents of this pod.

Exercises:

la) If each of these plants produces- in turn. onspod having the seam

number of seeds as the pod exaiied, how many plants will be in the
second generation?
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lb) Based on the same cond tions as to part how many plants can
be expected in the following year?

Follow the same procedures as in exercise one, assuming that each
plant produces two, instead of one, pod.

questions:

- What does this exercise indicate in terms of reproductive powers?
some explanations.Db such resu ts actually occur in nature. 0

2. Have other students study a dandelion ripe with seed

Exercises'

1) Nike a rough est mate of the number of seeds present on this flower.

2) Given that there are 3 such dandelions per sauare foot in an open
field having an area of 100 sauare feet, estimate the number of seeds
produced by the dandelions in this field.

queetions:

- What implicat ons about reproductive pwoers ate demonstrated by
this exercise?

- Are these numbers realized in nature? Explain.

LEARNING ACTIVITY 13: Nathematical Investigation:

What do we mean by "Fantastic Reproductive Powers"?

Compare and contrest:

Geometric and Arithmetic Progressions

Geometric or Exponential Progression

Stepwise increases consist of the doubling of the numbers present.
For example, 2 - 4 - V - 16 - 32 - 64, etc.

Arithmetic Progression
Stepwise increases by a fixed amount. For example, 2 - 4 - 6 -
10 - 12. etc

Refer to Graphs of Figure 4.2 and use this approach to address the ouestion:
'Are we exagerating when we say reproductive potentials approximate infinit

1) Hive students determine the slope of the graph produced by the arthmetic
progression. (Figure 4.2A)

2) Have students determine the slopes of lines *that might be drawn between
each consecutive pair of labelled points of the graph of the geometric
progression dhown Slopes to be determined: (Figure 4.20

4-2
slope ABx 2-1 " 2

074

slope IS_ 3-2 4
16-2

Slope CD ' .

Slope DE 5-4 16
4 6
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students have had some introductory training in calculus, this investigetior
might be approached in terms of ehe slopes of tangents to the curve.

Questions and Discussions:

1. Students should pmtulate the results of taking more and more slopes along
the graph of the exponential progression.

2. Students should discuss the implications of the slopes obtained from the
geometrical and arithmetic progressions.

The class should discuss the meaning of the geecoeons with
respect to the growth of pmpulations.

LEARNING ACTIVITY #4: Concrete Demonstrations of Exponential Progressions

One or mare of the following activities may be employed to acouaint students
with concrete examples of exponential progressions.

di Have students fold a paper in half. then in half again and so on. recording.

after each folding. the number of rectangular regions formed. Compare the
progression obtained with the arithmetical and exponential progressions
previously studied.

#2 Mark off a souare area in the classrooms to represent the environment.
Inform the students that they are to represent population, and then
direct one student to enter the souare representing the environment.
At fixed intervals. such as one minute. add students to the square area
following an exponential progression This in to stmulate population
growth. Inform students that no one in the area should be in contact
with any other inhabitant of the souare. and continue adding students
until no more can enter

Discussion:

- Compare the time required to fill half of the square with that required
to fill the whole area.

- Mat did students have to fo-
area?

e and teore individuals entered "the

- In actual cases of population increase, what other rest-Ictions and
deprivations are experienced by individuals?

The above activity is taken from Environmental Education
developed under the auspices of the Environmental Task Force in the New York
State Education Department. p. 15.

#3 Discuss mitosis and fission as examples of exponential reproductive p7oces
using audio-visual materials.

Possible resources*:

1. 'Animal mitosis (first cleavage in Ascaris)" (Films National
Teaching Aids, 1965. 8 frames, color, 35m.

2. "Genetics slid (Slide set) Cleveland Health Museum and
Education Center, 1970. 5 slides, color, 2x2 inches.

4 8



"Plant and Animal Mitosis (Slide set) Harper
20 slides. color. 35 min

1973.

"Plant Mit sis" (Filmstrip ) National Teaching Aids. 1967,
B frames, color, 35

inary Fission" (Filmstrip) Na tonal Teaching Aida, 1965.
frames, color, 35 mos.

*All materials should be reviewed before using

LEARNING ACTIVITY #5: Investigating Population

Eatract activities from:

Population. Grades 7-12. E'ivironmntal Education

Instructional Unit. Final Edition. Educational Resources Information Center,

ED 092 377 Raleigh. North Carolina: North Carolina'State Dept. of Public

Iostruction, 1973.
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Scarcity and Law of Cont ol

Behavioral Objectives:

Upon completion of this unit the student will be able to:

1. Compare and contrast in writing the law of supply and demand .

it operates in a market economy with its operation in nature
ecology.

2. State in writing the principle-of scarcity,.
State in writing the law of control.
List three limiting factors and for each factor briefly
describe an example of its operation in nature which has bee:
obtained through personal research or thrOugh a:class-.disduS,
Participate in one of- the four projectsin-the Network._of.:
Interdisciplinary Activities and submit a lab report or othe
written assignment appropriate to the activity.

6. After having participated in one of the projects in the
Network of Interdisciplinary Activities and the subsequent
Class Presentations, write an essay in which he describesi
the relationship between the facts, ideas, and questions
he obtaired through his activity and those obtained through .

one of the other activity groups.
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1953, pp. 76-83.

McClary, Andrew, Biology apd Society, Mac lan Publi hing C

1975, pp. 114-116.
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LEARNIIG ACTIVITY Some Economic Principles: AIM
The Market Economy vs. Nature

Present to students the fundamentals of the Law of Supply
and Demand as it operates in the market economy.

Have students compere and contrast the market relationship of
supply and demand with theecological relationship of these two
phenomena.

Questions:

-Can nature meet all demands placed upon its resour es?
-Which, if any, resources are of renewable supply?
Which are non-renewable?
-Does man tend to approach nature in the same way that he
approaches the market economy?
Are there potential dangers inherent in such a view?

LEARNING ACTIVITY #2: Research Activity

Introduction:

- Why are the reproductive potential or organisms not f lly
realized? What is the check?

- Law of Scarcity:
Students should be allowed to derive this principle based on
Learning Activity #1;

- There exists a scarcity of natural resources, that is, the
quantity available is small in comparison to needs and demands.
This scarcity serves to limit population growth.

- Law of Control:
Have studerts hypothesize this principle.

- There exist various environmental checks or safety valves which
block the full realization of organisms' reproductive potentials.
These checks are called limiting factors, and the/law of scarcity
demonstrates the factors of limited food supply and lack of space.
Other factors: disease, predators and weather.

Rave students do research on an organism of their chooSIng to
determine:

The reproductive potential of the plant or animal.
The limiting factors which specifically block the full
realization of this organism's reproductive potential.

The follow-up for this research endeavor should include claSs
sharing and discussion of the especially important and interesting
examples of limiting factors discovered by the students individually.

AIM
LEARNING ACTIVITY #3: Network of Interdisciplinary Activities

Allow students to choose which of the following activities they
will participate in:

#1 Social Studies: Ancient Civilization

Students investigate the decline of ancient civilizations.



For the purpose_of_this activity, special emphasis should be
placed on the significance of any form of natural resource
depletion or environmental deterioration which was a contribu-
ting economic factor to the civilizations decline.

- Speculate as to whether citizens at the time were aware of the
potential problemsthat were being created by such actions,
and whether willful disregard was the reason such actions were
largely unchecked.

. Given any one of the illustrative studies by the studentsl_did
it seem that there were alternatives to these environmental
malpractices?

- What reasons could possibly have been given for not sele ting
the alternatives?

#2 Social Studies: Current Events

Students collect newspaper and magazine clippings and pictures
illustrating scarcity and factors causing scarcity in our
society. Some suggested problems.

- The closing of beaches due to oil spills (limiting recreation)

- Fish mutations and depopulation in polluted waters (decreasing
food supply)

- The closing of clam harvesting areas due to pollutio (decreas
food supply)

- City smog (affecting health)

QAestions:

1. What other necessities of life are becoming scarce as a
result of environmental degradatio ?

2. Would nature replenish and cleanse itself if we were able
to halt all forms of pollution immediatel ? How long would
it take?

Since we cannot or will not halt these forces immediately,
what does the immediate future hold for the environment?

English Language Arts: Creative Writing

Students are asked to select one of the following quotations
as a theme for a creative writing composition. Encourage the
students to attempt figurative comparisons by using analogies
and implementations in their comparisons. Students should
include in their writing: time and place, description of
existing conditions, the authors perceptions and values, and
analogies of specific environmental conditions (today

- "There is nothing man cannot make natural; there is nothing
he cannot lose.'

Blaise Pascal



"We used to be individuals, not populations. Perhaps we
are now preparing for the great slaughter. No reason to
be alarmed; stone dead is dead; breeding like rabbits we
hasten to meet the day."

"All things to eacli other
by almighty power
hidden linked are

That thou cans't not touch
a flower

Without troubling of a star"

Robinson Jeffers

Francis Thompson

- "Behold the turtle; he makes progress only when he sticks
his neck out."

James B. Cona t

- "For as long as man has dwelt upon this earth spring has
been the season of rebirth and the singing of the birds.
Now in some parts of America spring has been strangely
silent for many of the birds are dead."

Rachel Cars

- "We travel to ether, passengers on a little spaceship,
dependent on its viiherable reserves of air and soil; all
committed for cur safety to its security and peace; preserved
from annihilation only by the care, the work, and the love we
give our fragile craft

Adlai Stevenson

Special Note:

It is strongly recommended that both the individual teacher
and his students add to this list other applicable quotations
which they have found.

sics: The Incandescent Bulb vs. the Flourescent Bulb

The two most popular methods of home illumination are the
flourescent tube and the incandescent bulb. Using a fluorescent
tube and an incandescent bulb of the same wattage, compare the
intensity of illumination of each with a photoelectric device.

Questions:

1. Which type of bulb provides the greatest illumination for
the amount of energy consumed per unit time (power )?

Which type of bulb is most widely used in business and
industry Why?

Which type of bulb ia ost widely used in home ill i on?
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4. What are the disadvantages of the incandescent bulb?

What are the disadvantages of the fluorescent bulb?

What might some lamp designs look like that would use the
flourescent bulbs yet retain some of the design characteristics
of traditional home lighting fixtures?

7. Would serious considbration of such designs be appropriate
action to the end of energy conservation?

Class Presenuations:

Provisions should be made for students to be able to share,
at organized and established_times, the creational discoveries
and results of.their work. _(Perhaps a few class periods could be
set aside for this purpose.)

This will not only provide each s_udent with additional nforma-
ti n, but it will also make available to each student the benefits
of an Anterdisciplinary outlook.

*laken from: Livin within our means: Enerw and Scaroit planned
and developed by amason, hairman of the ew Tork State
Education Department's Environmental Task Forcelpp 73; 18-19; 60.

** Taken from: Environmental Education Instructional Activities,
planned and developed by Barry W. Jamason, pp. 15-16.
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THE EDOSISTEM UNE

Introduction

The purp se of this game is to simulate the phenomena that
oc ur in ecosystem development. Thus, the gsme incorporates the
following functions of an ecosystem*

1) The capture and incorporation of energy from the s
2) The manufacture of organic materials by producers;
3) The ingestion of these materials and their assimilation

by consumers;
4) The breakdown of organic materials by decomposers to

produce simpler substances;
5) The changing of these simpler substances to forma which

can be used by producers.

The game has been designed to specifically cover the last three
modules of this learning activity package as well as to include
material presented in earlier modules. The modules which constitute
the conclusion eq this package are:

Module V: The Organism-Organism Rel tionship

Topics: Populations, Communities ompetition, Territoriality
Interdependence

Modul VI: The Ecosystem

Topics: Structure and Species Diversity, Icosystem Functions,
Climax, Progression and Hameostasis.

Module VII: Man and Ecology

Man holds a unique position vith respect to ecology. Although he
is subject to the same natural forces that operate on all other
organisms, he alone is &ble to alter his enviroament through
conscious planning.

The game board is included here in separate pieces, much like those
of a jigsaw puzzle. To facilitate the construction of the game board
a small scale sample has been provided.

References:

1. Turk, Amos, and others 'mental ence, W. B. Saunders
Co., 1974

2. neClary, Andrew, Biol 0:11AT and Society, MacMillan Publishing
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RULES

oduction:

The ecosystem is the bas c unit of ecological structure and
function, that is, it is the site within which all other concepts
and elements of ecology interact. It is composed of a community
or organisms, plants and animals living together in a given area,
along with the environmental region they inhabit

1. There are 4 players each assigned a representative marker
(for example, 4 colored discs can be used )

Each pleyer throughout the game will own 1 or more popul tions
of organisms, that is, groups of individuals of any one kind
of organism. The population(s) represented will perform one
of the following ecological roles:

Producer - organisms which are able to make their food
from inorganic materials by making use of energy from
the sun.

organism which feeds
upon producer organisms.

galjj-voreioigs.SL_U3114:18Consumer% an organism that
consumes herbivores.

DecomposeE - an organism, which as a bacterium or fungus
that feeds upon dead organic matter by breaking it clown
into simpler materials some of which are released and may
then be used by producers.

The ecosystem contains 5 producer populations, 5 decomposer
populations, 4 herbivore populations, and 4 carnivore populations.
Each population has 20 members available for ownership by a
player. Stacks of poker chips can be used to represent members
of populations.

2. At the start of the game each player will be given a principal
population consisting of 10 members along with 5 members of each
of the other types of population:3-

Tc) beg n the game, each plarer rolls the pair of dice to deter-
mine which population type will be established as his principal
population. The player who rolls the highedtnumber receives a
producer population as his principal population, while the next
highest receives a herbivore population, the next highest receives
carnivore population, and finally, the remaining pleyer receives
a decomposer population.

This table indicates each players holdings at the start of the game.

Producers Herbivores

Player #1 10*
Player 02 5
Player #3 5
Player 04 5
*Principal 2opulatio

es DecomPosera

5 5 5
10* 5 5
5 10* 5
5 5 10*



The func=lioning of tho ecosystem first requires the capture of
the sUnis energy and its transformatiou into chemical energy.
Therefore, the first player is the player possessing the
producers as his principal population. Following the order
of food chain relationships, the second player owns herbivores
as his principal population, the third holds carnivore and the
last pigyer owns decomposers as his main population.

Each player rolls the dice ui tura and maves the number of
spaces indicated by the numb r rolled.

The Most Fundamental Rale:
THE PRINCIPLE OP INTERDEPENDENCE

Vo organism can exist in isolation of all other organism :
organisms depend on each other for food and other necessiti s
so that they exist in a ntate of mutual reliaace.

This+ concept can be visualized as an Ecosystem Domino Effect.
Given a complex arrangement of domieloa, the tapping of one demi o
sets into motion the plogressive toppling of each domino in the
complex. By the initial action, a self-sustaining progression
of events is begun. (It might be helpful to demonstrate this
conce t by having one OT more students prepare a dominc present
tion.

Because of interdependence many game directions involve MOTO
than one population.

When a player lands on a epace labelled, Kan-Caused Event or
Natural Event, he draws a card from the appropriate s ack of
cards, follows the directions it contains, and then r turns the
card to the bottom of the pile.

If the directions apply to a population type which the player
does not own or which has attained a stable state (see Rule #9)
he simply returns the card to the bottom of the stack.

If the directions apply to more than onepopulation type, the
player follams those that apply to the non-stable populations
he owns.

Predator-Prey Squares

When 004 player lands oa a predator-prey spa e, he assumes the
role of predator, and all other players that land on that space
while he is on it assume the prey role.

The predator gains members at the expense of the prey according
to one of the following two predator-prey couplets. The predator
must state the proper couplet he is employing.

Predator &SI raq...12RIALIELIP Predator

Herbivore Producer 2 Members
Carnivore Berbivore 2 Members
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The following population interactions are incororatod into the

ganie as Natural Events:

1) Mutualism
2) Parasitism
3) Competition
4) Neutralism
5) Commensalism
6) Amensalism

Protocooperation

These species interactions ere not fixed, but rather can change

within the lifetime or organisms due to changes in the environ-

ment or in developmental stages of the organisms. 2he account

for this fact all of these relationships are written on Natural

Event cards. They are to be used by the player who acquires them

to counteract a Predator-Prey relationship should one arise. The

card can be used only if its owner is on a Treletor-Prey space,
and it can be used only once.

After the card has been used it must be returned to the bottom

of the stack of Natural Event Cards. If it is acquired again
during the game, its owner may again use the card following the

rules stated above.

Food Chain Spaces (#32, 35, 38 40)

If a person who possesses s non-stable decomposer population
rolls the dice and would land on space #32, #35, or #381 he

may choose instead to go directly to space *40 and collect

3 members.

If he chooses instead to land on the space indicated by the

dice, he forfeits the option to detour to space kO until he

has once again travelled the game board.

Climax

The winner of the game is obtained through the application

the principles of Progression and Homeostasis:

Through time, all ecosystems tend toward maturity and greater

complexity. The simpler life forms of early stages are followed

by higher forms and the early conditions of excess potential

energy and high energy flow per unit of biomass give way to the

more efficient use of energy.

The complexity of the ecosystem is determined by the diversity

of species it contains: the greater the variety of specieis

the more complex the ecosystem.

This progression of the ecosystem is toward a stable equilibrium

a state of homeostasis governed by self-msinte e and self-

regulation.

To simulate this characteristic development of an ecosys em

the winner of the game is the first player to obtain at least

15 members of his principal population and 1D nembers of each

of the other three population types, A playe principal



popula ion once it has at least 15 members in it i considered a
stable population, anr1,. it no longer enters into the activities
of the gang but rather it is left undisturbed. In the same way
the other three population types once each contains at least 10
members, are considered stable populations, and once they are
established as stable they do not again function in the game.
Thus, the winner of the game possesses at least 4 stable
popuittions.*

* To hasten the game, play may be stopped after a fixed period
of time and the winner may then. be considered as the person
having each of the 4 population types represented and having
the largest tota7 ecosystem members.
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NATURAL EVENTS

The following is a list of statements which should be typed or
pri ted on index cards which a e to be randomly placed in a pile
on the game board.

1. Through mutation and natural selection a group of oraiisiis is
now so different from its early ancestors that it costitutos a
separate species.

Collect three members of any population.

In the course of succession, one population has been eliminated
due to unfavorable environmental conditions created by a differ-
ent population.

Add two members to larg -t population owned; forfeit ajuallest
populat'on owned.

hDue to an adaptation acquired, populations are abl
stand dry conditions.

(You may retain this card until an opportuni_y arises in which
you can use it).

4. In the course of succession, the ecosys em has become more
suitable to your opponents' populations than to yours.

Lose one member of each of your populations.

East of your opponents gains one member to any one of their
populations.

A lake has completed the natural process of eu _ophication
and has c.4ased to exist.

Forfeit smallest population owned. If player owns card grant-
ing resistance to dry conditions population is unaffected.

Optimal environmental conditions have fostered multiplication
of smallest population owned.

Add members to this population to make it a stable one.

Limiting facto Overpopulation has led to rapid spread of
disease.

Largest population owned loses six members.

Conditions of the environment have so developed so es to lead
to a dormant stage in one of your populations.

Isolate one of your populations. For your next three turns,
this population does not enter into the game.

Population has entered a new niche and thrives.

Add three members to a population owned.
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10. Limiting factor: Populations have grown to the extent that
water resources are being depleted.

Lose smallest population owned. If player owns card granting
resistance to dry conditions, population is unaffected.

11. Scarcity of resources:

Reduce each population owned by one member.

Mutualism: Two interacting species benefit and neither species
can survive without the other. You may retain this card for
future use in the event of a Predator-Prey encounter. In such
a case, substitute these directions for those of the Predator-
Prey relationship.

Both players add 2 members to any one of their populations.

Parasitism: One species is dependent upon another and through
its interac ion with it, harms the other species. You may
retain this card for future use in the event of a Predator-Prey
encounter. In such a case, substitute these directions for
those of the Predator-Prey relationship.

Card owner: add four members to any one population.
Opponent: lose three members from population specified by

card owner.

14. Competition: Two interac:ing species affect each other
negatively by struggling for the satisfaction of a common
need.

You may retain this card for future use in the event of a
Predator-Prey encounter. In such a case, substitute these
directions for those of the Predator-Prey relationship.

Both players lose two members from any one of their populations.

Neutralism: Two species affect each other in no way. You may
retain this card for future use in the event of a Predator-
Prey encounter. In such a case, substitute these directions
for those of the Predator42rey relationship.

Populations of both players remain unchanged.

16. Commensalism: Interaction in which one species benefits, but
the other remains unharmed. You may retain this card for future
use in the event of a Predator-Prey encounter. In such a case,
substitute these directions for those of the Predator-Prey
relationship.

Card owner adds three members to one populati n owned.

Amensalism: Interaction in which one species is harmed, but
the other species remains unaffected. You may retain this
card for future use in the event of a Predator-Prey encounter.
In ouch a case, substitute these dire tions for those of the
Predator-Prey relationship.
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Owner of card maintains unchanged populan.

Opponent loses three members of one population owned.

Frotocooperation4 Both of the interacting species benefit
but the relationship is not essential to the survival of either
species. You may retain this card for future use in the event
of a Predator-Prey encounter. In such a case, substitute these
directions for those of the Predator-Prey relationship.

Both pllayers advance three spaces.

19. Hurricane hits area.

Each population owned loses four members.

20. 6-,rong winds harm plant life.

Producer populations owned lose three members.

Due to destruction of food and shelter, herbivor populations
lose two members.

Decompo_ rs thrive: decomposer populations add three members.

6 2



MA -CAUSED EVENTS

The fo lo_ ng is a list of s a emente which should be t7ped
or printed on index cards which are to be riindo1y placed in a
pile on the game board.

1. A monoculture has been created by a farmer. The crop being
cultivated proves to be a valuable food source for primary
consumers, and their feeding destroys the crop.

Add three members to herbivore populations owned.

A careless human being starts a forest Are by discarding a
c garette

Produeer populations each lose five members, all.consumer
populations lose four wembers both directly by fire and indirectly
by loss of food and shelter.

Insect pests have acquired r sistence to DDT and have begun
attack on vegetation.

Producer population loses three members,

4. In an effort to ma ntain the existence of an endangered carnivore
species, man has established a reserve.

The animals reproduce. Add two members to a carnivore popul

A densely populated nation is exhausting its food supply.
Scarcity of resources reaches dangerous proportion.

Reduce a producer population by three members.

Man has developed new farm equipment that greatly increases
crop production.

Add six members to a producer populatio

Hunters have brought about the extinction, of a carnovore spe

Forfeit smallest carnivore population.

Thermal pollution of a river is adversely affecting fish
populations.

Secondary consumer populations lose two members.

Cultural mit ophication: nan's organic wastes, sewage, is being
dumped into a lake. The nitrogen phosphorus and other compounds
in the dewage have led to, algal population explosion followed by
much decomposel' activity which has depleted oxygen.

Add four memb re to decomposer pcpulations- reduce consumer
populations by three members.



10. Kan has imported a herbivore species valued for its flesh and.

fnr. Abundant food and absence of natural predators has led
to species' population explosion, at the expense of vegatation.

Add four members to a herbivore population; forfeit three
members of a producer pol.11ation.

chlorinated hydrocarbon poison which was used at some time
in the past to destroy an insect pest has, over several years,
accumulated in each stage of the food chain. Finally, a toxic
concentration has been reached in a carnivore population.

Forfeit three members of a carnivore population.

12. Drought would have caused the death of maay organisms, but man
has made water available from boreholes and drinking tanks reserved
for such emergen(j_es.

All populations remain unharmed.

A flood has threatened many animal species, but man has embarked
upon a rescue effort consisting of the translocation of stranded
animals to safe reserves.

Minimal numbers have been lost: forfeit one member of each
herbivore and carnivore species.

Inert wastes discarded by man have piled up, but due to regenera-
tive powers, new ecosystems haveEntablished themselv s around

the waste.

Populations are unchanged.

15. Man has unknowingly imported an inse pest that has attacked
acres of crops.

A producer popu ation loses three members.

Man has practiced effective pollution contr

All populations are undisturbed.

Man has restored a forest area that was destroyed by fired

Collect two producer organisms.

A synergistic reaction: organic pollutants and me allic mercurY
have been introduced into a lake. Bacterial populations thrive
due to organic pollutants and convert the metallic mercury into
methyl mercury which is absorbed by fish and subsequent members
of the food chain.

Lose three members of each carnivore population.

6 4
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AIM ENTRIES

Module #2
Unit #2

Learning Activity #2: Netwo k of lab Investigations

Module #3
Unit #2

Learning Activity #1: Team Teaching

Module #1
Sequenc
Unit #2

Learning Activity #1: Realia/Demonstration Network:
Provide several semonstrations of organisms affecting
their environments.

4. Module #4
Sequence B
Unit #1

Learning Activity # Team Teaching

Module #4
Sequence B
Unit #2

Learning Activity #1: Team Teaching

6. Moklule #4
E:equence B

.

Unit #2
Learning Activity #3 Team Teaching



Autotrcph (primary producer) An organism that synthesizes organic
compounds from inorganic ones (such as water, carbon dioxide,
and salts) with the aid of an external supply of energy. The
energy comes either from light (in photosynthesis ) or from the
breakdown of inorganic substances (in chemotrophs ). Includes
some bacteria, algae, and green plants.

Carnivore (secondary consumer ) An organism that feeds on herbivores
(primary consumers for instance, a lion that Seeds on a
zebra.

C -max The stable end-nroduct of succession, consisting of plants
an& animals in equilibrium with each other and with the en-
vironment. Unless some factor in the ecological conditions
changes, a climax association is capable of existing indefini

Conmellealism An association between two or more individuals of
different species from which one derives feeding, or
benefits without significantly affecting the other.

commilit- The populations of different species, plant and ani al,

within a giVen area.

222itc=o2m Organisms that feed on dead plant and ani al materi
by breaking it down physically and chemically.

Denitrification_ The breaking down of nitrogenous compounds by
bacteria with the release of free nitrogen to the atmosphere.

Ecology The study of animals and plants and the interrelations be-
tween them, considered in relation to their nonliving environmen
the study of ecosystems and biomes.

Ecosystem All the communities.in a gixen area considered together
with their nonliving environment. In general, an ecosystem
is a reasonably recognizable area, although adjacent ecosystems
can overlap.

nion The top, warm layer of water in freshwater lakes during
summer.

Food Chain A linear chain of organisms in which each link in the
Chain feeds on the one before and is eaten by the one after.
At the start of the chain are the primary producers; at the

end1 the carnivores.

Food Web All the interrelated food chains in an eco ystem. The sum
total of all the feeding habits of all the organisms in an
ecosystem.
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Gene Pool All the genes in a population of a species, which, through
'potential interbreeding of the members of the population, are
available to produce a new generation.

Habitat The home of an organism.

Herbivore (primary consumer) An organism that feeds on primary
producers autotrophs.)

Heterotrcmh (consumer) An organism that obtains its organic food
from other organi ms. All animals, some fungi, and most bacteria
are heterotrophs.

Hydrosphere The water on the surface of the Ear h.

Hypolimnion The cold bottom layer of water in freshwater lakes.

Limiting Factor A factor of the abiotic environment that limits
optimum growth because it is in short supply.

oculture A farming system based on a single crop, grown year
after year.

Mu ualism In this book, mutualism means a close relationship between
individuals of two or more species for their mutual benefit.

Niche The habitat of an organism and the role it plays in the
ecosystem.

_Omnivore An animal that eats many kinds of fo-d, both plant and
animal.

Parasite An organism tha- makes, at some stage_in its life history,
some connection with the tissues of an_ individual of a different
species, from which it derives food. The parasite may harm
the host to a. greater or lesser extent but does not usually
kill it.

ihatamIllIlLa The production of organic compounds, such as glucose
from carbon dioxide and water, liberating oxygen. The energy
required for this reason is obtained from light, with the aid
of the green pigment chlorophyll.

Potulation A group of individuals of the same species living in a
given area.

Precipitation Rain, hail, and snow.

Predator An animal that kills other animals for its food.

EL.ey Animals killed and eaten by predators.

21.1./amjamllaa_u see Herbivore.
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Ic'rimary,Produce s e Autotroph.

Respiration (cellular or internal) The chemical reactions by which
. .

an organism obtains energy from organic compounds. Aerobic
respiration requires oxygen. Anaerobic respiration does not.

Secondary Consumer see Carnivore.

Succession The replacement of one community by another. The
progressive chanv in t e composition of a plar community,
and hence the ar during the development of vegetation.

§12,iosis .A4 as80;;,,,. of individuals of two or more species
1ivig tot-7,2et'Ae all cr part of their lives. Includes
Commealz_ml mutualism and parasitism.

Territorx An area of ground within which an animal is master over
others of the same species.

Thermocline The layer of water of rapidly changing t mperature in
lake water in summer.

TranaDiration The loss of wa-er vapor from a plant. It occurs mostly
the stomata of the leaves.

E22Illt2141E The action of rain snow, frost, ice, wind, sunshine,
and so on on rocks, alte ing their form, colour, texture,
and composition.

*All definit ons are taken from:
Nan, Nature and 19.212u, Reid, Deith and others, Doubleday. and Compa

Inc., I


